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Abstract—The focus of this research is to characterize the
thermal load on temporary fabric shelters deployed in the
Middle East in order to establish realistic contract specification
for the thermal performance of future shelters. Three different
testing methods were utilized to evaluate shelter thermal
performance. Small-scale tests allowed for economical
comparisons of different shelter materials and configurations.

Insulation techniques such as batt and loose fill insulation
used in traditional construction do not meet the compact,
lightweight requirements for temporary fabric structure
systems in the deployed environment. Also, reflective
aluminum used in common insulation interferes with the
camouflage properties of the shelter. For these reasons,
shelters are generally designed with multiple layers of fabric
with air gaps in between. Next generation shelters take
advantage of new coatings available to enhance the fabric
material’s reflective properties at selected wavelengths,
allowing for a reflective insulation with the standard desert tan
color. The reflective and emissive properties of the materials
can be measured, but may not directly capture the resulting
performance of the shelter, especially when using multiple
layers.

Keywords—energy-efficiency; temporary fabric structures;
radiant barriers;

I. INTRODUCTION
Dependency on fossil fuels is a major liability in
contingency environments. Integrating alternative energies
and increasing the energy-efficiency of operational equipment
increases tactical abilities and mitigates risk to mission by
reducing fuel supply convoys. Consequently, the Department
of Defense (DoD) is focused on reducing the cooling load
required for the inherently inefficient temporary fabric
shelters, which makes up an estimated 60% of the overall base
operating support electrical load. For this reason, the Air
Force and Army joined in a group project to develop and
demonstrate deployable Advanced Energy Efficient Shelter
Systems with the short term goal to be 50% more energyefficient than the current generation of shelters and ultimate
goal of net zero energy. This will be achieved using solar
cells and radiant barriers integrated into the tent fabric, new
insulating liners, hardscaped doors, and other upgrades. Little
information is available on testing the thermal performance of
radiant barriers integrated into fabric structures. This research
will review possible testing methods and key variables related
to thermal performance.

Multiple layers create insulating air gaps between layers
and reduce the solar radiation penetrating into the conditioned
space, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The building envelope of the
shelters contains up to three different layers: the inner liner,
the skin, and the outer fly. Each layer may be a different
material with different thermal properties. Analyzing the
shelter as a complete system required the consideration of all
three methods of heat transfer (radiation, convection, and
conduction).

Optimizing the thermal performance of fabric shelter
systems result in massive point-of-use power savings in the
deployed environment. The amount of fuel required to power
Environmental Control Units (ECUs) can be reduced, along
with the number of ECUs. This equates to fuel cost savings
and decreases the amount of fuel convoys, mitigating the risk
to troops assigned to deliver the fuel to austere locations [1].
Additionally, reducing dependency on fuel allows for
increased range and force maneuverability [2].

Fig. 1. Illustration of solar radiation passing through a multiple layer fabric
shelter system with convective cooling occurring in outermost fly layer [3].

Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not reflect the official policy or position of the United States Air
Force, Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government.
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The interior load is determined by each individual
structure’s use and the requirements of personnel and
equipment inside. The standard set by Air Force operations
requirements state the shelter and ECU system must provide a
minimum of 30°F cooling with an ambient temperature of
110-125°F. These specifications are vague with no mention
of other climatic conditions such as humidity, solar radiation,
or wind speed.
The American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
consider an interior space comfortable with the operative
temperature as high as 81°F during the summer if
accompanied with low relative humidity [6]. The AF standard
of 30°F cooling with an ambient temperature of 110°F is at the
threshold of comfortable and will become uncomfortable as
exterior temperatures approach 125°F. Furthermore, the heat
produced by the equipment and personnel inside must be
specified as they can significantly affect the heat load.

II. TEST PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
There is no test standard specific to measuring the thermal
performance of radiant barrier systems in temporary fabric
structures for military use. In the absence of testing standards,
the DoD provides guidance for the development of test
programs. Fig. 2 outlines the steps required to identify the
requirements and tailor existing test procedures for new
systems, which include characterizing the natural and
operational environment in which the system will perform.

B. Operational Conditions
In addition to the environmental conditions, the
operational conditions were considered. The materials used in
military structures must meet specifications other than thermal
performance including hydrostatic resistance, flame
resistance, light weight, high strength, and a host of others.
Established testing methods are used to evaluate these other
requirements and are beyond the scope of this paper, but must
be considered when evaluating new materials. Furthermore,
the material must withstand conditions encountered in
transportation, storage, erection, use, and reconstitution.

Fig. 2. Schematic showing the test program tailoring process [4].

A. Environmental Conditions
Environmental conditions vary throughout the Middle
East, but overall the region is classified as hot and dry [5].
The DoD chose Kuwait as a field test location representing the
extreme conditions of the Middle East to characterize the
expected thermal load on the shelter, as shown in Fig. 3 and 4.
For laboratory tests, the standard of 1120 W/m2 and 120°F is
used to represent “the hottest conditions exceeded not more
than one percent of the hours in the most extreme month at the
most severe locations” [4].

C. Efficiency of the Environmental Control Unit
The ECU is an air conditioning and heating unit
specifically designed for use in deployed locations. The
approximately 750 pound unit produces up to 67,000 BTUH
for cooling and 84,000 BTUH for heating with an air flow of
2200 cubic feet per minute. A small shelter will have one
ECU while larger shelters may have multiple ECUs [7].
The efficiencies of current and future ECUs are beyond the
scope of this research; however, these factors play an
important role in the overall performance of the system as they
are the point-of-use for energy consumption. The thermal
performance of the materials and configurations of the shelter
fabrics can be optimized without the use of the exact ECU.

Fig. 3. Map of mean maximum temperature in July for the Middle East.

III. TESTING METHODS
A. In-situ Tests
Three different testing methods were utilized to measure
thermal performance of the shelters. The first and most
accurate test was a full-scale test performed in Kuwait on
shelters with different fly, skin, and liner configurations. Each
shelter was outfitted with interior temperature and humidity
sensors along with temperature sensors located on the surface
of each layer and the air gaps between the layers. The power
draw required for the ECU to maintain a set interior
temperature was monitored and recorded. Additionally, a
weather station was located directly outside the shelter to
collect climatic data including temperature, humidity, solar

Fig. 4. Map of mean maximum relative humidity. Kuwait experiences the
most extreme conditions for high temperature and low relative humidity.
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irradiance, and wind speed and direction. While this field data
is preferred, it requires extensive resources and is not practical
to test every new configuration or material developed.
The second test method utilized smaller test jigs as
pictured in Fig. 5 instead of full size shelters. This was a more
economical field test that required much less resources. A
four foot by twelve foot sample of each layer was secured
over an insulated triangular jig, simulating a small shelter. A
weather station collected climatic data and sensors measured
the temperature of the surface of each layer and the interior of
the jig. This did not require the use of air conditioning and
thermal performance was judged by the interior temperature in
comparison to the exterior temperature and solar irradiance.
Similar to the full scale test, the constantly changing exterior
temperature and varying irradiance level made it difficult to
compare tests conducted at different times.

Fig. 6. Illustration of heat flow through a hot box adapted from ASTM
C1363-11[9]. The heat input must be a full spectrum lamp in order to
accurately evaluate the performance of radiant barriers.

Modification to the hot box’s heat input was required to
accurately evaluate the heat transfer through radiant barriers.
The purpose of radiant barriers in the shelter systems was to
reflect radiation from the sun. Therefore, a specialized heat
source was required to mimic the sun. Full-spectrum lamps
were available that output the spectrum of wavelengths
emitted by the sun that reach the Earth’s surface. The
specifications for the lamp are beyond the scope of ASTM
C1363-11. Therefore, it was necessary to add additional
guidance.
The DoD published Military Standard 810G,
Environmental Engineering Considerations and Laboratory
Tests, which addressed the simulation of solar radiation. The
scope included specific types of radiation sources along with
parameters for total irradiance provided in Table 1, which
included spectral energy distribution, irradiance uniformity,
and sensor requirements. Testing procedures were also
provided.

Fig. 5. Test jig configured with all three layers spaced 1.5 inches apart.

B. Laboratory Tests
Shelter manufactures utilize in-house tests to evaluate
different materials and configurations, resulting in a wide
range of performance measurements. The most promising setup utilized a modified hot box method to evaluate the thermal
performance of the fabric materials individually and as
systems of liner, skin, and fly.

Table 1. Spectral power distribution [4]
Spectral
Bandwidth Natural Tolerance (% of total) Irradiance Spectral
Region
(nm)
Radiation
(W/m2)
Region
Min
Max
Ultraviolet - B 280-320
0.5
0.3
0.7
5.6
5.6
1.8
3
26.9
320-360
2.4
62.7
Ultraviolet - A
360-400
3.2
2.4
4.4
35.8
400-520
17.9
16.1
19.7
200.5
Visible
580.2
520-640
16.6
14.9
18.3
185.9
640-800
17.3
12.8
19
193.8
Infrared
800-3000
42.1
33.7
50.5
471.5
471.5
Totals
1120
1120

The standard hot box method is a controlled laboratory
experiment commonly used to measure the insulation value of
construction materials either independently or as a system.
This method is valid for evaluating the performance of radiant
barriers in traditional construction [8]. American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) C1363-11 “Standard Test
Method for Thermal Performance of Building Materials and
Envelope Assemblies by Means of a Hot Box Apparatus”
provides standards regarding hot box construction and the
measurement and calculation procedures for heat transfer
through the test materials [9].

IV. DATA AND ANALYSIS
Currently, data has been collected which used all three
test methods. Each method collected data at ten second
intervals and stored the data in a data logger. This allowed
temperature comparisons on the interior and exterior of the
shelter along with the skin temperatures of each layer and the
air gap in-between. These systems of multiples layers were
then compared to optimize the material and configuration of
the systems.
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The test jigs provided an economical alternative to the
full-scale test.
They allowed for multiple different
configurations to be tested simultaneously in a smaller
footprint and erected in less time. The performance of the
fabric system was measured by the internal temperature
compared to the climatic data.
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